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F

OREST TOWNS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA are in the throes of. a
profound restructuring (Hayter 2000). T h e most recent turn
of the screw, the US imposition of a 27% import tax on
softwood lumber (May 2002), is only the latest twist in a twentyyear history scarred by volatility and industrial downsizing. Persistent
job losses due to technological change, corporate rationalization,
increased international competition, trade conflicts, and resource
depletion have progressively u n d o n e t h e fabric of B C forest
communities, especially on the coast. But while a plethora of policies,
schemes, and programs have been initiated to help those worst
affected, little attention has been paid to high school youth who have
yet to enter the job market (Hay 1993 ; Barnes and Hayter 1992,1995a,
and 1995b; Barnes, Hayter, and Hay 1999; Hayter 2000, 288-320; Egan
and Klausen 1998). Historically, high school students'job expectations
were directly tied to a buoyant resource economy, which, in turn,
helped to define the culture of the resource town itself But in this
era of economic downsizing and industrial restructuring, those
expectations are increasingly frustrated. T h e purpose of this paper is
to examine how t h e new economic reality of forest towns has
influenced not only the expectations of high school students but also
the content and philosophy of high school programs.
T h e paper's interpretive framework derives from theories of vocationalism and labour market segmentation. By "vocationalism" we
mean the way in which students conceptualize their future work roles.
Long before they enter the labour market, students typically have an
idea about the kind of work they intend to do, and this then influences
their performance at school and, later, their choice of jobs (Gaskell
1985). By "labour market segmentation," we mean the division of the
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labour market into discrete submarkets, each of which is associated
with particular career rules and conventions, and between which there
is only limited mobility (Doeringer and Piore 1971; Hayter and Barnes
1992; Peck 1989a). By joining these two ideas we develop two arguments: first, that students anticipate future occupations and perform
accordingly, and, once an occupation is chosen, they follow a distinct
career path; second, over the past decade the restructuring of British
Columbia's economy has fundamentally altered the substance of
vocationalism and segmentation. Behind that restructuring, and
indeed propelling wider changes across N o r t h American m a n u facturing, was a larger transition between Fordist and post-Fordist
forms of production.
Fordist production systems developed around specialized, mass production techniques that exploited economies of scale and size. E m ploying large n u m b e r s of workers, Fordist industries sharply
segmented management and unionized employees, the latter being
structured by a collective bargaining process based on the principles
of job demarcation and seniority. Under Fordism, vocationalism
meant the expectation of a relatively high-waged job at the factory,
and, because the job was defined within a particular segment of the
labour market, it pre-defined a career path.
In contrast, post-Fordism, or flexible production, is characterized
by the manufacture of limited amounts of specialized products, the
exploitation of external economies of scale and scope that facilitates
rapid product differentiation by the flexible use of existing factors of
production, and reliance upon computerized technology. Workforce
requirements are typically fewer in number, and working conditions
and forms of segregation are quite different than those under Fordism.
There is now a division between those workers who are flexible, and
are thereby suitably rewarded, and those who are not, and who suffer
the consequences. Vocationalism under post-Fordism thus means
something quite different than it did under Fordism. A job at the
factory is not guaranteed, and career paths exist only for those who
have the skills and attitudes that enable them to be flexible.
T h e transition between Fordism and post-Fordism, and the concomitant shifts in the meaning and practice of vocationalism and
labour market segmentation, have particular relevance for British
Columbia's forest communities (Hayter and Barnes 1992; Hayter,
Grass, and Barnes 1994; and Hayter and Barnes 1997)» Consistent
with developments throughout N o r t h America, from the late 1940s
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to the 1970s provincial government policy in British Columbia
stimulated Fordist production, giving priority to a mass production
system organized by large firms in giant factories employing union
labour (Hayter 2000). Geographically, this policy underwrote a
dispersed system of high-income, company-union towns dominated
by a single (or very few) employer(s). Since the crisis of the early
1980s, however, forest towns have become deeply troubled places,
threatened by the imperatives of post-Fordism and marked by
displaced workers, conflicts over labour relations, and reduced work
opportunities. Moreover, in company-union towns, what happens "in
the mill" directly affects household and social behaviour. Workplace
change found expression particular in forest community schools.
To assess how high school students, and high schools themselves,
are coping with the restructured work environment of post-Fordism
we use as a case study the forest community of Powell River on the
Sunshine Coast - a town in which pulp and paper has dominated
since the establishment of its mill in 1912 (Hayter 1997; Hayter and
H o l m e s 1994). P r o d u c t i o n at t h e mill has increasingly b e e n
restructured along the lines of post-Fordism, and since 1980 Powell
River's unionized workforce has been reduced by more than half as
mill management has sought a smaller, more flexible workforce. In
turn, this change fundamentally altered the job market for Powell
River high school students and revamped older (Fordist) definitions
of vocationalism and labour market segmentation and concomitant
career paths. To assess the effects of structural change on student
attitudes, interviews were conducted in 1994 with Grade 12 students
at Powell River's Max Cameron H i g h School, with teachers and
administrators in the school, and with other key informants in the
community (Behrisch 1995).
This paper is divided into three main sections. First, we elaborate
upon our two explanatory concepts of vocationalism and segmented
labour markets. Second, we provide a recent history of employment
restructuring at the pulp and paper mill at Powell River, setting it
within the wider context of the recent troubles experienced by BC
forest-based coastal communities. Finally, we report and interpret
our interviews with the Grade 12 students at Max Cameron H i g h
School and with our other respondents.
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VOCATIONALISM AND
LABOUR MARKET SEGMENTATION
Vocationalism
As an institution, high school is an inextricable part of a set of social
relations defining the goals and needs of a market-based economy.
One of those needs is the provision of an adequately trained labour
force, which, upon their graduation, allows students to connect with
particular kinds of jobs.
Vocationalism gains purchase at the crucial conjunction between
school and labour market. In particular, Gaskell (1985) argues that
vocationalism takes one of two distinct logics - immediate and distant
- and that these logics, in turn, channel students into two different
kinds of labour market and types of occupation. Students who think
of school as a relatively minor, temporary platform from which to
enter quickly into the labour market follow an immediate logic, while
students willing to invest more time in school (and postsecondary
education) in order to gain access to a job market demanding a high
level of formal academic education pursue a distant logic. Attendant
upon these two different strategies are distinct student attitudes and
course selections. Students who pursue an immediate logic and who
view school as a "massive irritant" (Willis 1977) select vocational
courses that have practical, learning-by-doing characteristics, that
often require minimal effort, and that are directly useful in the job
market upon graduation. For example, courses such as welding, typing,
and woodworking are favoured by the at-risk student population. In
contrast, students who pursue a distant logic are more enthusiastic
about school and select academic courses that serve as prerequisites
for further studies. These students tend to achieve higher grades than
do immediate-logic students (Gaskell 1985).
T h e distant-immediate logic distinction is admittedly crude,
masking a wide range of student attitudes and choices. For example,
education and training also occur on the job. Students following an
immediate logic at school may therefore choose occupations requiring
lengthy apprenticeship programs. Such post-school education,
however, is constrained by the initial labour market choice, which, in
turn, depends on the pursuit of either immediate logic or distant
logic.
But what determines the strategy pursued by a given student? One
factor is class position. Admittedly, "class" is a problematic term. In
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some studies, class is presented as all-determining, so that, for example,
working-class children only get working-class jobs. However, we
prefer the more nuanced and now classic analysis of Paul Willis (1977),
who investigated the relationship between class and job choice for a
group of high school boys in the industrial English Midlands. Willis
warns us against any deterministic approach that reduces occupation
choice to class position and, in doing so, stresses the need to accept
the possibility of individual agency. In particular, Willis highlights
not only the potential variability of job outcomes but also the apparent
willingness of most working-class youth to accept restricted opportunities (which explains the title of his book, Learning to Labour).
Others have further explored the interaction of student characteristics
(agency) with class and environmental factors in determining occupation (Peters 1987; Hamilton and Powers 1990; Ashton 1988). In
this work, the authors conclude that students exercise some choices
reflecting individual abilities, experience, interests, education levels,
social awareness, effectiveness in interpersonal relations, and selfidentity (Peters 1987, 466). However, this individual choice interacts
with the immediate social class and environmental conditions within
which students live. Moreover, both class and environmental conditions - notably, family, school, peer groups, neighbourhood - often
represent intensely localized experiences.
Let us elaborate further on the power of the local. First, home and
school are particularly important for students with regard to structuring
job market expectations. Peck (1989a, 129) writes: "Families play a
crucial role in the process of socialization for work." Expectations of
parents for their children; the work and educational histories of
parents; and the importance that parents give to homework, grades,
and report cards all influence the logic practised by students. Similarly,
the culture of the school makes a difference: is it a public inner city
school or a private school in the suburbs? Peer group and neighbourhood similarly affect youths' labour market expectations, as
Morris's work (1987, 1988,1991, 1994) demonstrates. Finally, there is
the influence of local variations in industrial base and labour market
opportunities. Based on a comparison of British and Canadian
experiences, Ashton (1988, 4) identifies the geographical structure of
labour markets as a key condition shaping how students develop their
expectations about future work: "Of crucial importance ... is the
significance of local labour market variations in life chances. Evidence
suggests that irrespective of political and other differences in the wider
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society, local labour markets appear to generate distinctive cultures
that influence the behaviour and attitudes of youth." H e found that
youth often first experience the local labour market as "part-timers"
while still at school. T h e prevailing view of such part-time work is
that, beyond a few easily learned lessons (for example, about
punctuality and neatness), students are not helped either academically
or occupationally after the "initiation" period (Gaskell 1985; Hamilton
and Powers 1996). However, this conclusion misses the point that
local part-time labour markets significantly shape which vocationalist
logic students take up.
In sum, although the factors we have identified here under the
labels of "class" and "the local" do influence vocationalism and career
paths, students are not mere dupes of them. If they were, then social,
occupational, and geographical change would grind to a halt. T h a t
this has not happened is in part due to the fact that the school system
itself is integrated within regional and national structures of education
and plays diverse roles in meeting the needs of students who pursue
both immediate and distant vocational logics. Thus, on the one hand,
schools play a vital role in creating mobility for some students by
realizing their potential and by providing credentials for them that
enable them to move beyond their present social, economic, and geographic locations. Nevertheless, for many school students, education
and learning, along with awareness of labour market opportunities,
is not only highly localized and classed but is also a localizing and
class-defining experience in that it fosters close attachments to
localities and existing class positions. For these students, established
local conditions and class position reinforce each other within places
and particular cultures of vocationalism. T h a t said, the seemingly
stable relationships underlying vocationalism are dynamic and
periodically subject to forces of restructuring. In particular, the recent
transition between Fordist and post-Fordist forms of production offers
a critical illustration of that dynamism and restructuring. And we
now turn to it.
Labour market

segmentation

Fordism, which lasted in North America from roughly the 1920s to
the 1970s, was pervasive, and it was found as much in the resource
sector as in mass production secondary manufacturing industries such
as automobile manufacture. A central characteristic of Fordism was
its dualistic labour market (Kerr 1954; Doeringer and Piore 1971). O n
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the one hand, at the national level, large core firms like Ford or G M
(and, in British Columbia, MacMillan Bloedel) developed highly
structured labour markets known as the "primary" segment. O n the
other hand, smaller firms developed much more competitive, u n structured labour markets known as the "secondary" segment. O u r
study is principally concerned with the primary labour markets that
comprised a primary independent segment and a primary subordinate
segment, the latter organized by collective bargaining agreements
with unions (Hayter and Barnes 1992). T h e labour market for these
core firms is termed "internal" or "administered" and is characterized
by clear rules of promotion, seniority, job demarcation, and security;
and it is typically well paid. In contrast, the secondary labour market
is termed "external" and is characterised by lack of promotion, hireand-fire policies, poor wages, and lack of union representation.
In the primary independent segment (e.g., managers and engineers),
entry typically depends on a relatively high level of formal academic
education. Represented by white-collar managers, and supported by
"pink-collar" staff, the former enjoy high incomes, stable employment,
and self-supervision. Promotion in the primary independent segment
is open to outsiders as well as to internal candidates, depending on
qualifications, merit, and senior management preference. In the
primary subordinate segment (e.g., production line and maintenance
workers), formal collective bargaining between unions and management
structures blue-collar workers according to the principles of seniority
and job demarcation. Seniority means that entry is confined to
starting positions and that promotion follows a line of progression
based on date of hire. During recession, layoffs are also organized by
seniority, the most junior being laid off first and rehired last. Moreover,
in Fordist collective bargaining, jobs are narrowly defined and closely
supervised. Entry into the primary subordinate segment requires a
minimum of academic qualifications, and training occurs on the job,
although in the trades (e.g., electrical trades), apprenticeship schemes
include technical schooling.
O u r argument is that, during the Fordist era, the two logics of
vocationalism discussed above - immediate and distant - functioned
as the primary channels along which students were funnelled into
either the primary independent or primary subordinate labour market
segments. In this sense, a pre-market bifurcation of students occurred
well before they actually joined the labour force and, especially with
regard to males, directed t h e m i n t o one of t h e two p r i m a r y

